
           
      



theplaceB: here you are our project! 
Jessica and Nicola, or more simply, JJ & Nick. Employee and massage therapist during the most 
part of the week, curious travelers on our free time. Life partners, we have in common a passion 
for the “art” of traveling, not as simple tourists but like passionate travelers that want to find details 
and original particulars about places. This is the driving force that encouraged us to create our 
web-site www.theplaceb.com . We prefer to call it a “digital magazine” to browse when you are 
looking for a planB, a different way to live your holidays and your journeys. This is our project: 
collecting “placesB” (this is why we called it theplaceB), suggestive places and details normally 
overlooked by regular tour operators. We share our journeys with little stories and photos to 
contribute to increase visibility and tourism of people,locations and brands that collaborate with us. 
Who is the target of theplaceB? Everyone is interested in traveling with curious eyes and also 
people that can’t leave but want to travel anyway with their minds. 

Gli argomenti dei nostri viaggi. 

http://www.theplaceb.com


We haven’t got a unique reference topic when we 

choose our destinations. The only central idea is 

originality! You will find little known places or very 

famous locations but seen from another point of 

view, with specific attention to particular and unusual 

details. 

We don’t exclude anything, everything has got  

a surplus value and is exciting could be mentioned 

in our articles.  

You will find informations and curiosity about: 

Natural places 

Cultural places 

Ideal locations to stay 

Restaurants and locations where taste specialities. 

The whole, giving visibility to locations and brands 

that collaborate  with us. 



 
OUR MENUS (To “taste” with your eyes) 

theplaceB: Our presentation. 

#cesenadoitbetter: One hashtag created to show how to spend one curious day in our city: Cesena! 

Places: Articles dedicated to faraway places (Traveling abroad). 

Made in Italy: Here we describe magic places of our Country, underlining the quality of “Made in Italy” in 
tourism industry. 

BPack: a new menu dedicated to particular backpacks and travel bags that we recommend you to bring with 
you during you trips. 

Suitcase: Some advices about things to bring with you, emphasizing selected brands and accessories.   

Zoom: When you can’t leave why don’t travel with your eyes and your mind?  
Here you will find informations about unusual places, events and initiatives. 

Blog tour: Here we share posts and pictures about the Blog Tour that we have participated.Do you want to 

invite usto another blog tour? mail us at: contact@theplaceb.com 

mailto:contact@theplaceb.com


Collaborations Wall 
 

Some brands that we have collaborated with and talked about on theplaceB: 

 
 
 

 

 
 



theplaceB on social networks: 

Our headquarter is our web-site www.theplaceb.com  

but you can find us also on: 

Facebook  ( 706 likes ) Instagram  (3886 followers)   Pinterest (35 followers) 

Our web traffic over the last 30 days: 

http://www.theplaceb.com
https://www.facebook.com/TheplaceB-668779973249633/timeline/
https://instagram.com/theplaceb/
https://it.pinterest.com/pintheplaceB/

